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Summary. The transmission of hydromagnetic wave modes by a strong shock 
front is analysed. The character and damping rates of the low frequency modes in 
the high beta plasma behind the shock are described. These results are applied to 
the theory of Fermi acceleration by shock waves. It is shown that for a sufficiently 
large angle between the shock normal and the incident magnetic field, wave 
modes in the post-shock region are subject to linear transit time damping thus 
impairing the particle acceleration. Short-wavelength modes propagating along 
the field are subject to non-linear transit time damping (taking account of the 
saturation associated with particle trapping). Long-wavelength modes, 
responsible for scattering extremely relativistic ions, should not be damped and 
should thus mediate particle acceleration. If low-energy cosmic rays are to be 
accelerated by the Fermi process at a shock front, then either the wave turbulence 
ahead of the shock must have large amplitude (possibly invalidating the 
perturbation expansion upon which the calculations described in this paper are 
based) or hydromagnetic turbulence must be generated behind the shock front. 
The role of firehose instabilities in generating such post-shock turbulence is 
briefly discussed. 
I Introduction 
Cosmic rays are observed to be accelerated by the first-order Fermi mechanism at interplanetary 
shock fronts (e.g. Kennel, Edmiston & Hada 1984). They are believed to be accelerated 
efficiently at interstellar and intergalactic shock waves, notably those associated with supernova 
remnants and double radio sources (see e.g. reviews by Axford 1981; Drury 1983; Blandford & 
Eichler 1985). In this mechanism, the particles are confined near the shock by frequent scattering 
off low-frequency Alfven waves. This interaction takes place at the cyclotron resonance 
cv-k11v11±QJy=0, where cv is the wave frequency, k11 and v11 are the wave-number and particle 
velocity components along the ambient magnetic field, Qi=eB 0/mic is the ion cyclotron 
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frequency and y is the particle Lorentz factor. If the shock speed is much larger than the Alfven 
speed the waves are essentially convected at the velocity of the background fluid. The waves on 
opposite sides of the shock front then approach one another and particles gain energy by being 
scattered backwards and forwards across the shock front. 
As first described in detail by Bell (1978), the scattering waves in the upstream region can be 
generated self-consistently by the accelerated particles which try to stream down their density 
gradient, away from the shock. The anisotropy associated with this streaming motion leads to 
wave generation through a (linear) instability at the cyclotron resonance. 
In the downstream region, the situation is less clear. In the simple theory there are no wave 
density gradients behind the shock and consequently no linear wave growth there. However, the 
waves generated upstream are convected into the shock since, by assumption, the Alfven Mach 
number MA= Vi/a 1;J;> 1. [Here, and in what follows indices 1 (2) will be used to indicate quantities 
in the upstream (downsteam) region of the shock; Vis the fluid velocity, a=B/ ✓4.n{? the Alfven 
speed, where B is the magnetic field strength, and {? the mass density of the fluid, and 
s = (y* P / {? ) 112, where y* is the specific heat ratio and Pis the pressure.] Upon crossing the shock 
front, which is idealized as a plane discontinuity, the incident Alfven waves generate 'reflected' 
and 'transmitted' waves downstream. It has generally been assumed ( at least implicitly) that this is 
the origin of the downstream scattering centres. 
In the simple test particle theory, the transmitted momentum space distribution function for 
the cosmic rays, f +(P) is related to the incident distribution function f-(P) is related to the 
incident distribution function f _(p) through 
f+(p)=qp-q I: dp' p'(q-l)f_(p') (1.1) 
where the slope q=3r/(r-1) and r is the compression ratio of the shock front. Now, the source 
spectrum of galactic cosmic rays is believed to be a power law with q~4.2 which implies that 
r=4.5. This in turn implies that the sonic (M=Vi/s 1) and Alfven Mach numbers are large and 
that the downstream plasma must be pressure-dominated, i.e. j32=8.nPi 2/ B~;J;>l. (We assume 
that there is equipartition between ions and electrons behind the shock.) The propagation of 
Alfven waves in high j3 plasmas differs from that in a cold plasma (Stepanov 1958; Foote & 
Kulsrud 1979). In particular, these modes are subject to quite strong damping by the thermal 
particles and it is important to determine whether or not shock acceleration will be inhibited 
through a shortage of post-shock scattering. This is the purpose of the present investigation. 
In Section 2, we analyse the transmission of hydromagnetic disturbances by a strong shock 
front. In Section 3 we derive the dispersion relation for hydromagnetic waves propagating behind 
the shock and elucidate the conditions under which their damping is strong. In Section 4, we 
outline the implications of these results for the theory of cosmic ray acceleration at strong shock 
fronts. Improved derivations of the high/3 dispersion relation and the linear and non-linear transit 
time damping coefficients are contained in the three Appendices. 
2 Transmission of Alfven waves by a strong shock 
We consider a shock in the y-z plane (Fig. 1) with the unperturbed flow along the magnetic field 
which makes an angle ¢ 1 (¢ 2) with the shock normal in the upstream (downstream) region. It is 
always possible to transform to a frame with this flow configuration, provided Bz-::/-0. We assume 
that the flow is non-relativistic in this frame. The seven boundary conditions at the shock, 
continuity of mass, momentum and energy fluxes plus normal magnetic and tangential electric 
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Figure 1. Physical quantities introduced in the text. The shock front lies in the y-2 plane. Quantities ahead of 
(behind) the shock have the subscript 1(2). We work in the frame where the fluid velocity Vis parallel to the magnetic 
field B. The compression ratio r is the factor by which the density {J increases on crossing the shock front. 
fields can be manipulated into the following set of equations (cf. Landau & Lifshitz 1960, section 
54): 
B1n=B2n=Bn 
(2.la) 
(2.lb) 
(2.lc) 
(2.ld) 
(2.le) 
(2.lf) 
where e=p/(y* - l)Q is the internal energy per unit mass and y* is the specific heat ratio. The 
subscripts n, t refer to components resolved perpendicular to and lying in the shock front 
respectively. This set of equations is valid regardless of the flow configuration and the value of 
the Mach numbers. 
Under our assumptions of high Alfven and sound Mach, numbers, the shock is almost purely 
hydrodynamical, and one finds: 
Q2 Vin y* + l 
-=--=--=r 
Qi Vzn y*-1 
r-1 
pz=--jVin 
r 
to order 1/Mi, 1/M 2• 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
(2.2c) 
The perturbations induced in the downstream medium by the incident hydromagnetic waves 
can be obtained by perturbing the boundary conditions 2.la-2.lf and linearizing in the 
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z 
Figure 2. Motion of the shock front under the influence of an incident wave. The shock normal fi is locally rotated 
through an angle -a~/az. 
perturbations, e.g. 
(2.3) 
Some care must be taken, however, in defining the various perturbations to take into account the 
fact that the position of the shock is also perturbed, and the shock surface indulates, thereby 
rotating the shock normal locally ( e.g. Anderson 1963). This is illustrated in Fig. 2. Assume that 
the displacement of the shock away from the y-z plane depends only on z and is denoted by 
~(z). In the linear approximation the shock normal is rotated through an angle a~/az. Let us 
measure the field and velocity perturbation components along fixed coordinate axes (x, y, z): 
(2.4) 
Also, the kinematical conditions 
W1=W2=W, (2.5) 
must be satisfied by the waves, which are considered plane waves propagating in the frame of the 
shock with frequency w and wave vector k. 
We now assume that Alfven waves are incident on the shock from the upstream region. We 
limit the discussion to the case most relevant to shock acceleration, where the incident waves are 
circularly polarized, propagating along the magnetic field with their wave vector pointing away 
from the shock. This corresponds to the case where the waves are generated by the particles trying 
to stream away from the shock. We also confine our attention to the case w~QJ/Jfor which the 
propagating modes behind the shock are similar to the modes in a low-/3 plasma ( cf. Section 3 
below). 
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When these waves strike the shock, each in principle generates six different waves in the 
downstream region: a fast magnetosonic wave propagating away from the shock, a reflected and a 
transmitted slow magnetosonic wave, propagating in opposite directions in the rest frame of the 
downstream fluid, similarly a reflected and transmitted Alfven wave, and an entropy wave. Here, 
and in what follows, we assume MA/>1, and consequently j32 Pl. The properties of the different 
waves are summarized in Table 1. We have defined m=w-k·V, k=k/lkl, b~B/1B1, 
e2 =bXk/l6xkl. Furthermore, we have denoted the entropy per unit mass by a. The relations 
between the perturbations in magnetic field, velocity, density, pressure, etc. and the dispersion 
relations themselves are a good approximation up to terms of order 1/Mi, 1/M 2• 
Under these conditions, the perturbed boundary conditions, after some algebra, lead to the 
following relations between the perturbations associated with the waves in the up- and down-
stream region (neglecting small terms of order 1/ Mi, 1/ Mt defining r= Vin/Yin and using the 
fact that the incident Alfven waves have no density, pressure or entropy perturbation associated 
with them): 
r-l 
OV2t=c5V1t+ --(Bnc5B1t+B1tc5Bn) 
4.Jrj 
c5p2 2B1t·c5Bit 
-=-(r-1) --
{?2 4.1rjVin 
bp2 2c5Vn Bit•c5B1t 
-=---(r 2+2r-1)---
P2 Vin 4.1rjVin 
2c5Vin rB1t·c5B1t 
00'2= 
Vin 2.JrjVin 
(2.6a) 
(2.6b) 
(2.6c) 
(2.6d) 
(2.6e) 
Equations (2.6a)-(2.6c) follow straightforwardly from (2.ld), (2.lb), (2.lf), and (2.2b), (2.le) 
and (2.2a-c) respectively, (2.6d) follows from (2.la) and (2.lc), whereas (2.6e) is derived from 
the definitions of the entropy per unit mass. 
where Cu is the specific heat at constant volume. 
Table 1. Wave properties in a high,8 plasma for k4,QJa,8. 
Alfven mode c:, = ±ka, 6B = 6Be 2 
oV==F~. op=op=oa=o 
v4rrp 
Slow magnetosonic 
mode 
Fast magnetosonic 
mode 
Entropy mode 
c:, = ±ka' 6B = 6Be2Xk 
ov= :i= ~. op= op= oa = o 
v4rrp 
c:,=±ks, oV=ovf 
6V 6V 
op= ±-:-fJ. op= ±,•p-
s s 
60 ~ - - -6B = --'--i:i(k ·b )e2xk p 
0(] = 0 
c:, = o . oB = ov = op = o 
op = -(oa/-y•cv)P 
(2.7) 
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Equations (2.4), (2.6) are sufficient to determine the seven quantities that determine the 
amplitude of the downstream waves and the displacement of the shock; they are oBI, oBt 
oB{, oBt op 2 , OCT2, and ?, the amplitude of the 'transmitted' and 'reflected' magnetic 
field perturbations associated with the Alfven and slow modes respectively, the pressure 
perturbation of the fast mode propagating away from the shock (which is the only one allowed), 
the entropy perturbation associated with the entropy wave and the displacement of the shock. In 
this context 'reflected' and 'transmitted' are to be interpreted as meaning waves which in the 
rest-frame of the downstream fluid propagate in the opposite or same direction as the upstream 
Alfven waves in the upstream fluid rest frame. These quantities, together with wave properties 
listed in Table 1 and the kinematical conditions (5) for the wave frequency and component of the 
wave vector tangential to the shock, are sufficient to specify the downstream state. 
2.1 PARALLEL SHOCK 
We first consider the relatively simple case where the magnetic field is perpendicular to the shock 
front, i.e. B1t=B 2t=0. This automatically implies that oB 10 = 0=OVi 0 because of the polarization 
characteristics of the incoming Alfven waves. The set of equations (2.6) which relate the up- and 
downstream perturbations then simply reduce to 
r-1 0B1t ( 1 ) 6V2t=bV1t+ -- ~ +0 --
MA1 y4JT()i Mi 
oB2t=roB1t+o( ~;,,_) (2.8) 
with all other downstream quantities, and the shock displacement, ?, vanishing. If the wave 
vector is indeed along the magnetic field for the incident waves, this will also be true for the 
downstream waves. This is the degenerate case where one cannot make a distinction between the 
Alfven and the slow mode and there are only two waves downstream: the transmitted and 
reflected Alfven wave. 
In the case of a monochromatic wave, one has upstream: 
bB1 = bk exp (ik·x-iwt) + c.c. 
W1 = k · (V-a)i, bV 1 = -bBi/ ~4JT(?1. 
Here 'c.c.' denotes complex conjugation. In the downstream region one has: 
bB2= ~ bf exp(ika·x-iwat)+c.c. 
a=T,R 
T bf 
bVk=- ~· 
y4JT(?2 
Equations (2.4) and (2.5) can then be solved to yield: 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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Here the upper (lower) sign on the right-hand side refers to the transmitted (reflected) wave. We 
have used the fact that the unperturbed flow is field-aligned. The equivalent of these equations 
was first derived by McKenzie & Westphal (1969). 
In the case of waves generated in the process of shock acceleration, one has a continuous 
spectrum of waves; and (2.8) is modified to c5B1= J d 3k(2;ir 3 bkexp(ik·x-iwkt). In the 
transmission and reflection coefficients one has to take into account the change in wavenumber 
across the shock, introducing an extra factor a(k)/a(kT,R), the Jacobian of the transformation 
between the up- and downstream wave numbers. In that case one finds bf== TA bk, bf== RA bk, now 
evaluated at the same wavenumber, where: 
RA=- 1 (r-[r)+ ;-l +o(+). 
2r rMAI MAI 
(2.12) 
When MA/"1, and a strong shock in a monoatomic gas [r= (y*+ 1)/(y*-1)=4], one has T=-3/4, 
R=l/4. The energy density of the downstream waves, which for Alfven waves equals 
W= f {d 3k/(2;i')3}(ibkl 2/4n"), increases by a factor 
a=----
2 ae 2 a0 r+ 1 ( 1 ) 
rA--+RA--=--+o --
ak ak 2 MAI 
(2.13) 
across the shock (a=5/2 for a strong shock). Note that the wave energy flux is changed by a factor 
of a/r(=5/8 for a strong shock). 
2.2 OBLIQUE SHOCK 
The case of an oblique shock, where both B1t and c5Bn are non-vanishing, is much more 
complicated. As seen from equations (2.6) and (2.7), there are now density and entropy 
perturbations downstream, indicating the presence of an entropy wave and fast magnetosonic 
(sound) wave downstream. Furthermore, in principle, the shock itself will be displaced(;# 0). 
Assuming again that the incident Alfven waves propagate away from the shock along the 
magnetic field and are circularly polarized, we expand these waves into two sets of plane 
Figure 3. Magnetic field amplitudes at a strong shock. An Alfven wave with k anti parallel to Bis incident on the shock 
from x<O. Upon crossing the shock it is converted into a 'reflected' and a 'transmitted' Alfven wave with magnetic 
amplitude along Oy and a pair of magnetosonic modes polarized in the x-z plane. 
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polarized waves, their phases differing by 90°. One set has itsc5B vector in the plane containing B1, 
k1 and the shock normal (the x-z plane, see Fig. 3), the other has its magnetic field perturbation 
perpendicular to that, essentially parallel to the plane of the shock (the y-z plane). 
As can be seen from (2.4) and (2.6), the latter set of waves, with field and velocity perturbations 
c5By, c5Vy still have oBn=0; and behave the same as waves incident on a normal shock, since their 
polarization is such that they do not 'see' that the shock is oblique. Consequently they are the 
source of 'reflected' and 'transmitted' Alfven waves downstream, with amplitudes 
bI(k)=TAb~(k) 
b1J,.(k) = RAb~(k) (2.14) 
where TA and RA are given in (2.12), and b1 is the amplitude of Fourier component of the 
spectrum of incoming waves. 
The component of the waves with c5B1 in the x-z plane must be converted, upon crossing the 
shock, into 'reflected' and 'transmitted' slow magnetosonic modes a fast mode and an entropy 
wave. [An entropy wave is a non-adiabatic, isobaric perturbation convected with the fluid 
(Akhiezer et al. 1975, p. 87).] This is because the normal magnetic field perturbation, oBn is 
continuous at the shock, and so the waves in the downstream medium generally have a 
non-vanishing value of ( oB ·B)z. This only happens in the slow ( and fast) magnetosonic mode. It is 
this component of the Maxwell stress tensor that is responsible for displacing the shock from its 
equilibrium position. 
The actual expressions for the various reflection and transmission coefficients are 
cumbersome. To zero order in l/MA 1, some simplification results from the fact that c5p2/p 2=0 
and the fact that the wave vector for the transmitted and reflected slow mode are the same 
kT,R~[rk 1x, 0, k 1z]- Furthermore, the magnetic perturbation due to the fast mode can be 
neglected. 
(2.15) 
The entropy wave has no magnetic perturbation. Hence, the downstream slow mode has 
vanishing divergence, k3-c5B2 =0, with ki the wave vector of the downstream slow modes. In 
other words, 
6B2x 
--=tanrj>i/r. 
6B2z 
The set of boundary conditions (2.6b) can now be written as: 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
Equations (2.16) and (2.17) can only be sastisfied simultaneously if a; /az( =ikz;) =0. So, again 
to lowest order in l/MA 1, the shock is not displaced. The other relevant boundary conditions 
then become 
(2.18a) 
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6Vix 6B1 sin ¢>1 
6Vzx= --=--
r ✓4ll'(h r 
(2.18b) 
where the last equation follows from subtracting (2.6d) and (2.6e) neglecting terms of order 
1/ MA1• This result immediately implies that to this order there cannot be a fast mode downs team, 
since k~·oV 2 =k 1 ·6V 1=(k 1 ·oB1)/ ✓4.irp 1 =0, while (k~·kf>=f0. where kf is the wave-vector of 
the downstream fast mode. Combining (2.16), (2.17), and (2.18) then yields the following 
expression for the reflection and transmission coefficients, again assuming a continuous spectrum 
of incident circularly polarized waves (again situated at the same wavenumber): 
br(k) = Tsb(k)/ {2 
bf(k)=Rsb(k)/ {2 
where 
✓r2 cos2 ¢> 1 +sin 2 ¢>1( 1 ) Ts=------- 1 +-
2r ✓r 
_ ✓ r 2 cos2 ¢>1 + sin2 ¢>1 ( __ 1_) Rs- 1 1 • 2r \/r 
When ¢>1 - 0, one recovers the result for a parallel shock. 
(2.19) 
A further important effect introduced when the shock is oblique is that the downsteam Alfven 
and magnetosonic waves propagate at a finite angle with respect to the ambient magnetic field, 
i.e. k x B =/ 0. Specifically one has in the downsteam medium: 
-~ 2 (kzBx-kxBJ2= (r -1) B1xB1z 
B1 
=-I k1 I B1 (r2 - 1) sin ¢>1 cos¢>1- (2.20) 
As will be shown below, this is of importance to the wave damping in downsteam region. 
To summarize this section, we have calculated the interaction between a strong shock and 
incident low-frequency Alfven waves propagating backwards along the magnetic field. Upon 
crossing an oblique shock, the ( circularly) polarized Alfven waves are converted into plane 
polarized 'reflected' and 'transmitted' Alfven waves and slow magnetosonic waves, which carry 
the downstream perturbation in the magnetic field in two ( approximately orthogonal) directions. 
The (small) pressure and density perturbations are carried by a fast magnetosonic (sound) wave 
and an entropy wave. These last two waves are unimportant for the scattering of accelerated 
particles off magnetic irregularities, and will not concern us further. What is significant is that the 
waves behind an oblique shock wave propagate at a finite angle to the ambient field. Although we 
have not explicitly calculated the transmission properties of waves with Qj (3-:Sw-:S Qi these 
general remarks apply to this case as well. 
3 Wave damping in a high p plasma 
As was argued in Section 1, the downstream medium of a high Alfven-Mach number, strong 
shock is in a high/J state. The propagation of low-frequency Alfven and magnetosonic waves in a 
high/J plasma has been analysed by Foote & Kulsrud (1979) following earlier work by Stepanov 
(1958). They showed that the phase velocity of the propagating eigenmodes differed substantially 
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from the Alfven speed above a frequency Qj /3. Although modes propagating along the field are 
undamped, obliquely propagating waves are subject to substantial transit time damping. 
The properties of these waves are discussed in detail in Appendix A. Here we use the notation 
x=krL =kvjQi, vi= ✓2Tjmi. For waves gyroresonant with fast particles, the resonance 
condition yields x=vjyv. We are interested in the propagation of waves resonant with 
supra thermal particles if the particle speed is v and y= ( 1- v 2 / c2)- 112, then the relevant 
dimensionless k-vector is x = vj yv<,i;l. Waves with x?2; 1 will be rapidly damped by gryoresonance 
with the thermal ions (e.g. Achterberg 1981a, b). We also characterize the mode by the angle Bits 
propagation direction makes with the magnetic field direction. 
We are interested in the intensity damping rate YL=-2Im(w') where w' refers to the wave 
frequency in the plasma rest frame. Henceforth we measure all such damping rates in units of the 
ion Larmor frequency, i.e. r L =ydQi. In Table 2, we summarize the properties of the different 
wave modes given asymptotic fomulae for the real and imaginary parts of w'. These expressions 
are asymptotically valid as /3- oo and (for given/3) are the leading terms in expansions derived in 
specific regions of the x, 0 plane. In order tp keep the algebra tractable, we make the small angle 
approximation 0::Sl. The quoted expressions are invalid for 0~90°. However, the waves are 
strongly damped in this limit anyway. 
Numerical solution of the full dispersion relation shows that they are accurate to a factor ::S2 for 
all x::Sl and for /3?2:30 except in the immediate vicinity of cut-offs. The propagating modes can be 
labelled as Alfvenic and magnetosonic modes. Four distinct non-propagating or reactive modes 
can also be found under the specified conditions. The most slowly damped mode (for given x, 0, 
/3) is the Alfven mode except when l.80 2?2:x?2:2.8j3-112 in which case the first reactive mode 
persists longer. These results are summarized in Fig. 4. An approximate interpolating formula, 
good to factor 2 and valid near cut-offs, for the slowest damping rate in a high j3 plasma is 
YL n1;2xe2 
fL=-=---------. 
Qi (1 +x 2j3/8)(1 +4.n-04/x 2) (3.1) 
In Appendix B we demonstrate that the strongest linear damping mechanism is transit-time 
damping. The magnetosonic branch is more rapidly damped than the Alfven branch because 
there is a larger component of the wave magnetic field resolved along the ambient field. 
Waves that propagate nearly along the field are only subject to weak linear damping since 
bB·B 0~0. However, they do induce changes in B of order I bB 12 :bB= ibB \2/2B 0 and are subject 
to non-linear damping. The wave-particle interaction now takes place at the Cherenkov 
resonance of the particle with the high- and low-frequency beat wave of two Alfven waves or slow 
magnetosonic waves propagating along the field (all frequencies are taken to be positive): 
3.2 
As in the case of linear transit time damping, this implies that dp 1./ dt= 0. The corresponding 
damping rate of the waves, which is calculated in Appendix C, equals: 
(
.ff )1121 k11I vi f k11 
rNL= - -- dlnklm(k). 
2 Qi 0 
(3.3) 
Here lm(k)dlnk is the magnetic energy density of the waves between k and k+dk divided by the 
energy density in the ambient magnetic field B5/8.n-. This expression, up to factors of order unity, 
is correct for damping of Alfven and slow magnetosonic waves in the long-wavelength regime, as 
well as the damping of fast waves and slow waves by fast waves in the short-wavelength regime. 
Obviously it does not apply to the non-propagating reactive modes. For Alfven waves, non-linear 
transit-time damping is the dominant damping mechanism. We assume that the dominant 
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Figure 4. The linear (L), non-linear (NL), and saturated damping (SAT) rates in units of the ion gyrofrequency for 
the slowest linearly damped modes as a function of x=(V/yV) and /i0 2 • Different regions corresponding to 
different limiting solutions of the dispersion relation (A3) are separated by bold lines. An isothermal plasma with 
TJ. =1ji has been assumed. The subscripts A, M, S, and Rdesignate Alfven magnetosonic, slow, and reactive modes 
respectively. 
contribution to the integral in equation (3.3) comes from waves with wavelength similar to that of 
the mode being damped. We then estimate 
( 
ff )1/2 
rNL= 2 xlm. (3.4) 
Equation (3.3) agrees with a calculation of non-linear Landau damping ( of which this is the 
high f:1 limit) for the case of waves propagating along the magnetic field (Lee & Volk 1973; 
Achter berg 1981 b; Volk & Cesarsky 1982), but our derivation is also correct for linearly polarized 
waves with k1 #0. However, as pointed out by Volk & Cesarsky (1982), the non-linear damping 
rate will saturate when thermal ions are trapped in the potential well created by the heat wave for 
a coherence time 
The saturated damping rate roughly equals r SAT= r Ndtbounce/tcoh), where tbounce= 
(2:r / Qi) x- 1 /~ 112 is the bounce period for the trapped particles. The long-wavelength Alfven and 
magnetosonic mode, as well as the fast mode have tcoh=(2:r/Qi)x- 2, whereas the slow mode has 
lcoh=(2:rj3/Qi)- This yields: 
r. =(!!._)112x211/2x{l A,MS,F (3.5) 
sat 8 m 1/ j3x2 Slow 
provided Im~x 2 , (1/x 2j32) for the Alfven, magnetosonic, fast (slow) modes, for the 
non-propagating 'reactive' modes their conclusions of course do not hold. 
14 
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562 A. Achterberg and R. D. Blandford 
We note here that at low frequencies, the non-linear Landau damping affects the Alfven waves 
and parallel propagating slow modes separately. Since the interaction of the incident Alfven 
waves with the shock produces waves of the two modes in the downstream medium whose 
magnetic perturbations are almost orthogonal, no beat waves of 'mixed origin' result. 
Damping of Alfven waves due to three-wave interaction with the rapidly damped slow modes: 
A+ A' - Sis negligible by comparison. Applying the general result of Akhiezer et al. (1975, p. 
110) to calculate the coupling strength in the high,8 case, we find a damping rate for the Alfven 
waves due to three wave interactions: 
(3.7) 
which is smaller than the damping rate due to non-linear transit-time damping, roughly by a factor 
oc,8-512~1. Three-wave interactions between the Alfven waves has zero interaction strength. 
To summarize this section, we have presented the linear damping rates of the modes likely to 
exist behind a strong shock ( equation 3 .1). We have also calculated the non-linear damping rate 
for nearly parallel modes (equation 3.3) and corrected this for the effects of particle trapping 
where appropriate (equation 3.5). 
4 Application to shock wave acceleration 
We now turn to the question of whether or not post-shock damping of Alfven and magnetosonic 
waves can inhibit first-order Fermi acceleration at a shock front. We confine our attention to 
strong ( M, MA~ 1) collisionless shocks propagating through a fully ionized plasma with y= 5 /3. It 
is believed that the majority of galactic cosmic rays are accelerated in this manner. 
Under these conditions, 
2(r-l)M;,,_ 
,82=-------
r[l + (r2- 1) sin2¢,i] 
Likewise the angle between the post-shock field and the shock normal satisfies 
tan ¢ 2 = rtan ¢ 1. 
The ion thermal speed behind the shock is 
(r-1)1;2 
Vi= ----V1 cos ¢1. 
r 
For the shocks under consideration, we expect that 30:$,82:$3000. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Consider low-frequency Alfven modes behind the shock, polarized in they direction. Using the 
transmission coefficients expressed by equations (2.10) and (2.11), it can be shown that the 
transmitted and reflected waves propagate along directions that make angles 0T, 0R with the 
ambient field where 
(r2 - 1) sin¢ 1 cos¢ 1 
tan0T=-------
r 
2r2tan ¢ 1 -(r 2- 1) sin¢ 1 cos¢,1 
tan 0R= -----------. 
r 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
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Damping of HM waves behind shock front 563 
Unless the shock is almost parallel (¢ 1=0) or very weak r~ 1, the transmitted waves make a 
substantial angle ( 0~ 1) with the downstream field. As an illustration, set r=4, ¢ 1 = 60°, to obtain 
0T=58° and 0R=85°. We set 0~1 when estimating damping rates. 
We next ask if the waves behind the shock can scatter the cosmic rays before they are damped. 
It is convenient to define a diffusion 'rate' r <lit= VY D2 , which is roughly the reciprocal of the 
time it takes the waves to be convected through those resonant cosmic rays that will return to 
the shock front and are still being accelerated. The spatial diffusion coefficient D2 depends 
inversely upon the resonant wave intensity, which will in turn depend upon the transmission 
coefficient (Bell 1978); with a pitch angle scattering frequency Vs=(.n/8)(Qdy) Im due to 
gyroresonant interactions one can estimate: 
V~ Vs 3JT 2 
rdif=3 -2 -=-lmX y. 
V Qi 4 
(4.6) 
Efficient particle acceleration require that the diffusion rate exceed the associated wave 
damping rates given in Table 2 and by equation (3.1). Under astrophysical conditions, we 
anticipate that /J1 ~ 1. The upstream waves can be regarded as Alfven waves propagating along the 
field. The downstream modes will therefore propagate to an angle 02=tan - l (r sin ¢ 1) with 
respect to the downstream field direction. 
In Fig. 4 we have collected all the relevant results in the different regimes. The linear, non-
linear, and saturated damping rates r L, r NL, and rsat have been calculated for the modes least 
damped linearly. This figure should be compared with Fig. 5, which describes the dispersion 
relation an anisotropic plasma. We have used the resonance condition to express the 
wavenumbers in particle variables x= Vi/yV (measured downstream), and equations (4.4-5) to 
express the propagation angle 0 in terms of rsin¢ 1, assuming 0:-::Sl. 
A: Al5o 
RM: A 16c,d 
,, 
CV 
~ 
1-= 
'-
1-"°' 
\s,F: A19\ 
------+-7'------r'------------
CQ 
I 
Figure 5. Modes in an anisotropic highp'plasma. Alfven (A), magnetosonic (M), reactive (R), slow (S), and fast (F) 
modes are identified together with relevant equation numbers describing their dispersion relations. Different 
regimes are separated by bold lines. 
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564 A. AchterbergandR. D. Blandford 
As a particle is accelerated, :x decreases. The diffusion rate fctif=(3.ir/4)yimx 2 decreases 
steadily as long as Im decays slower than :x- 2 (x- 3) for non-relativistic (relativistic) particles. 
When the upstream wave turbulence is strong [Im=O(l)] the non-linear or saturated damping 
rates apply in all regions except in region 4 (reactive modes). If the unsaturated non-linear 
damping rate applies, we obtain r ctidr NL= Vi/V ~ 1. This implies that when the scattering waves 
cross the shock front, they are damped within a downstream diffusion length of the accelerated 
particles, thus inhibiting the shock acceleration mechanism. 
The saturated damping rate will apply when tbounce:!Sfcoh, i.e. when Im:!SX2 (regime 1 and 2) or 
Im>:x2j3-2 (regime 3). One then has: 
rdif G 
-=3[;i/8rnfx 2 f sat X 
regions 1, 2 
region 3. 
(4.7) 
This implies that low-energy particles can be accelerated, starting in the short-wavelength 
region 3 when x=O(l), to relativistic energies provided Im(x)~0.3/y2, requiring rather strong 
magnetic turbulence around y= 1. 
For supernova shocks propagating in a hot interstellar medium with /3~1, we expect the 
upstream turbulence to saturate at a value Im1=i(c5B/B)ir~0.3. Upon crossing the shock, the 
component of wave magnetic field polarized in the plane perpendicular to the shock normal and 
ambient magnetic field survives as downstream Alfven waves, with dimensionless energy density 
Umh=(r+l)(Jmh/2, as shown in Section 2, which is about the level required for efficient 
acceleration of mildly relativistic particles. 
However, in an oblique shock with I sin¢ 1 I :!S (8/r)(.ir/3)- 114, there must be a range of velocity 
within which an accelerating particle must be scattered by non-propagating reactive modes 
(region 4 of Fig. 4) before it can be scattered by the Alfven modes in region 1. In this case: 
f dif 3.ir ( X ) ( {;i0~)2 
-<-yI -- --
fsat - 4 m [✓i-0~ $ . (4.8) 
In the region x:!S [✓i-0~ a level of turbulence Im of order unity may be required when 
I sin ¢ 1 I = [8/ r(.ir/3)114] in order for particles to be accelerated efficiently. 
There is a common conclusion that can be drawn from these estimates. This is that the level of 
wave turbulence behind the shock must satisfy Im~r- 2 if suprathermal particles are to be 
accelerated up to a momentum Pmin = Mi vi2/3½/2 . (Note that if vi2:!S/32112 c then we require that the 
wave turbulence be strongly non-linear.) Acceleration to higher energies can proceed with a 
lower level of wave turbulence as the resonant waves have longer wavelengths and so are less 
efficiently damped. 
This conclusion should be regarded with considerable caution for several reasons. First, our 
results depend upon a simple model of the influence of particle trapping which may be 
inadequate. Secondly, we have ignored the possibility of ongoing production of long-wavelength 
turbulence by the shock front itself. In particular, the microscopic processes responsible for 
dissipating the bulk kinetic energy in the collisionless shock might lead to a temperature 
anisotropy in the downstream thermal plasma, leading to a (linear) instability of the waves once 
they cross the shock. For quasi-parallel shocks it is most likely that 111> T1. since it is easier to 
increase the energy of particle motion along the ambient magnetic field. As we discuss further in 
Appendix A, a small pressure anisotropy L'!!..P/P=min(w/Qi, x2)~1 drastically changes the 
dispersion relation of the waves. Unstable modes appear when L'!!.P/P~/3-1• If this is the case, 
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Damping of HM waves behind shock front 565 
then some distance behind the shock, scattering on thermal particles will probably lead to a 
(non-linearly) marginally stable state (r=O). Alternatively, scattering waves may be created by 
inhomogeneity in the unshocked medium via a turbulent cascade. 
Finally, there is the possibility that the saturated wave intensities that are established ahead of 
the shock and transmitted across the shock are so large that a quasi-linear treatment is invalid. 
Sufficiently strong turbulence may not be damped efficiently, particularly in a high /3 plasma 
where the magnetic stresses are such a small fraction of the Reynolds' stresses that drive the flow. 
If the damping is effective behind the shock, then the cosmic ray structure will presumably be 
time-dependent. In this case, we expect that cosmic rays will establish density gradients in the 
direction of the shock from either side and thereby generate scattering Alfven waves. As the 
scattering behind the shock becomes more efficient so the cosmic ray gradient there will diminish, 
the waves damp and eventually the cosmic rays will be released downstream. This limit cycle 
behaviour would probably recur at a rate dictated by the wave growth and damping times at 
mildly relativistic proton energy. 
If post-shock wave damping is ineffective, then there is an additional effect which should be 
included in the analysis. As pointed out by Bell (1978}, the fact that the Alfven waves are 
propagating through the fluid implies that the scattering will be inelastic. The efficiency of the 
acceleration will therefore be affected and the slope of the particle spectrum given by equation 
(1.1) will be changed. If we know the directions and intensities of scattering waves, then we can 
estimate this correction. For example, consider the case of the parallel shock. The Alfven waves 
ahead of the shock recede from it at the Alfven speed, a1. The downstream scatterers will 
approach the shock with an average speed ~ relative to the fluid given by the intensity-weighted 
average of the speeds of the reflected and transmitted waves. 
(4.9) 
(cf. Skilling 1975). The transmitted spectral slope is then corrected to 
- 1---- +O(MA 2). ( 3r ) ( 1 ) 
r-l (r+l)MA 
(4.10) 
Note that the acceleration efficiency is enhanced and the slope flattened. If, alternatively, we 
assume that the downstream scatterers are at rest with respect to the fluid, the spectrum is 
steepened 
q= (~) (1 + l ) + O(MA 2). 
r-l (r-l)MA 
(4.11) 
This last case is of particular interest for low-energy particles interacting with the non-
propagating modes (w=k · U) behind an oblique shock. 
In this paper we have attempted to analyse the fate of scattering Alfven waves after they cross a 
shock front. Our conclusion is that under most circumstances, it is necessary that the waves 
achieve non-linear amplitude ahead of the shock or be freshly generated behind the shock if they 
are to backscatter suprathermal particles and thereby accelerate new cosmic rays. This may 
invalidate our quasi-linear analysis. Nevertheless it is hoped that the considerations presented in 
this paper may already be of relevance to the interpretation of interplanetary shock wave data and 
may allow the inclusion of hydromagnetic wave turbulence in improved models of high Mach 
number collisionless shocks. 
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Appendix A 
In a high,8 plasma, short-wavelength waves differ substantially from the well-known cold-plasma 
MHD modes. Ths is due to the finite Larmor radii of the thermal ions. The relevant dispersion 
relation was first derived by Foote & Kulsrud (1979). Thermal electrons have a high mobility 
along the ambient magnetic field and can short out any parallel wave electric field (i.e. £ 11=0). 
The wave properties are then determined by the 'perpendicular' components of the dielectric 
tensorewith respect to the magnetic field. Taking the ambient magnetic field along the z-axis, 
and the wave vector kin the x-z plane, the dispersion relation can be written as (k=k 11z+k.1i): 
(Al) 
(Note the change of notation from Section 2.) Generalizing the results of Foote & Kulsrud 
(1979) to allow for temperature anisotropies, the components ofeare given by (to lowest order 
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in l//3): 
c
2 { 3 ( T 1. l T 1. ) 1 x 2 ( T 1.)} L'xx=l+- 2 l+x 2 +-x 2 2- --- -tan 2 0 +-- 2 l--
a 2 711 4 711 2 X 711 
L'xy = i c: [x + ~ {3- 2 T1. (1 + 2-tan 2 ey)}]. 
a 2x 711 4 
(A2) 
Here we have defined x=w/Qi with Qi the ion Larmor frequency, and x=k11~2711/mJQi and 
assumed equality of electron and ion temperatures. 
For low-frequency (x <,:' 1) long-wavelength waves (x <,:' 1) propagating nearly along the magnetic 
field (0~1), the dispersion relation (Al) can be written in theform: 
where 
DA=v 2 -{1-/3(l- ~)} 
DM=DA +i [;i7J (T1. ) 2- 1-v0 2 
711 I l I 
Iv ( T1.) C= 2 3-2~ 
(A3) 
(A4) 
and where we introduced v=w/k11a, l= .Jjix, and/3=8.irn7t1/B 2 • In a low /3 plasma the coupling 
term C can be neglected. In this case (A3) yields the well-known (undamped) Alfven waves 
(DA=O) and the transit-time damped magnetosonic mode (DM=O). 
Before solving equation (A3) we give an alternative derivation using guiding centre theory. 
This gives some insight into the character of the modes. For low-frequency waves, particle orbits 
can be approximated by that of their guiding centre. Neglecting displacement currents, the 
relevant equation governing the waves is 
4.ir 
Vxc5B=-(fo+jM)-
c 
(AS) 
Here c5B is the wave magnetic field and fo and jM are the drift and magnetization currents 
respectively. Defining a guiding-centre distribution so that naFa(µ, v11)dµdv11 denotes the 
number of particles of species a with velocity v11 along the magnetic field in the range v11, v11+ dv11 
and magnetic moment µ=Pi /2mB in the range µ, µ + dµ, these currents are given by: 
fo= ~ I dv11dµ11aqaFa(µ, v11) vg 
a 
(A6) 
where qa is the particle charge, and a= e, i for electrons (ions), VO is the guiding centre velocity. 
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568 A. AchterbergandR. D. Blandford 
We will only need the components perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field. After some 
manipulation one can write the mean drift velocity V0in the form: 
c { (mac ) 2 } A c (mac). ( µc mav~c) A mcv~ (V@J_ = - E- - E xb+- -- EJ_ + -+-- 2- bxv'B+-- 2 v'xBJ_, B qaB B qaB qaB qaB qaB 
(A7) 
cf. Miyamoto (1980). Here bis the unit vector along the magnetic field, E=arE+v11(b·v')E 
the total derivative along the (unperturbed) guiding centre orbit, and AJ_ =A-(b· A) b for a 
vector A. 
Using (A6) and (A7) in (AS) yields: 
{ ~ 4;r(PJ_a-Plla) } 1 + ~ 2 (v' x B)J_ 
a B . 
4m1.aqa f [ { . ( mac ) 2 .• } A mac . mav~ , , ] 
=~-- dv11dµ ·E....: - E xb+-EJ_+--bxv'B+µbxv' Fa. 
a B qaB qaB qaB 
(AS) 
Here we have defined 
(A9) 
. the perpendicular and parallel pressures of particle species a. As long as the plasma is 
quasi-neutral (i.e., ~a'1ulfq= 0) the first term on the right-hand side of (AS) vanishes (Ex b 
drift term). Now assuming a plane wave perturbation B=B 0i+6Bexp(ik·x-iwt) with a wave 
vector k=kj_x+k11z satisfying lkj_/k11J=tan0 <%1 we can expand (AS) to first order in 6B. 
The perturbation in fa follows from the Vlasov equation for fa 
which, upon linearization, yields 
bF'c,=- .!!_ k11 a Foal av11 (-kj_bBx) 
m w-k11v11 k11 
(AlO) 
where we used that B-B 0 =6Bz=-(kj_/k11)6Bx, the last relation following from v'·B=0. 
Neglecting terms of order 101 with respect to unity, and eliminating the wave electric field bE in 
terms of the wave magnetic field, the resulting equation can be written 
(A12) 
We have assumed that the unperturbed guiding centre distribution is an anisotropic Maxwellian, 
i.e. 
Foa(µ, v11)= !!_(_.!!!._)112 exp {-(µB/TJ_ +mav~/21]1)}, 
TJ_ 2Jr1]1 
The coupling term between the two polarizations (6Bx: magnetosonic mode, 6By, Alfven mode) 
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Damping of HM waves behind shock front 569 
comes from the E term in (A8), specifically one has bEXb=+w/k11c(w-k11v11)2bB.1 = 
(w/k11c)kfvfbB.1 when w~kttvll as is the case here (cf. Foote & Kulsrud 1979). The imaginary 
part in DM [see (A4)] results from the reactive response in the magnetization current (last 
term in the right-hand side of A8) due to the perturbation in the density bn,,= J dµdv11bfa, 
with bfa given by (All), using the Plemelj rule (w-k11u11+i0+)-1=P{(w-k11v11)-1} + 
.1rib(w-k1iv11) (e.g., Krall & Trivelpiece 1983, p. 378). The resulting resonant bunching of 
particles along the ambient field under influence of the -µVB force induced by the wave 
causes the transit-time damping. 
This (simplified) derivation reproduces the result (A3) for the dispersion relation which was . 
derived using a full kinetic treatment, as long as T.1/711 = 0(1). (But note that only a very small 
anisotropy T.1/711-1=0(1/,8)~1 is needed to drive a firehose instability; see below.)_ 
We now proceed to solve dispersion relation (A3). Defining a quantity D ==DA+ 
i([;i!J/2)(T.1/I11)2 (//lll)v0 2 , (A3) can be written in the form fJ2+¼(T.1/I11)4.1r,804 v2 = 
C2 =(t2v 2 /4) t 2 , where we have defined t=3-2(T.1/]1 1). This equation can be formally solved by 
D= ± (lv/2) ~' where O'==fiiJ02(T.1/711)2/I II, Using the definition for f5 and DA (equation 
A4) we obtain the following quadratic equation for v=w/k11a: 
(A13) 
This shows that there are four independent modes, and a formal solution of (A13) yields: 
(A14) 
Here s= ± 1. In these equations O' is a measure for the importance of transit-time damping 
whereas t is a measure fo~ the coupling between the two (Alfven-like and magnetosonic) 
polarizations in a high ,8 plasma. 
First we look at the 'weak coupling' case with t 2/~~1, or equivalently [;i!Jtan 2 0}> 
lllt(J11/T.1)2 . We then expand l+is ✓(t2/a2)-1=1-s+s(t2/2~). Equation (A14) then 
yields 
(A15a) 
(A15b) 
The s= + 1 case corresponds to the weakly damped Alfven wave. It becomes reactive {i.e., 
Re(v)=O, Im(v):sO} if Lt2/80'> ✓1-,8{1-(T.1/J11)}, andfirehose unstable (mode with+ sign) 
if 1-,8{1-(T.1/]1 1)}<0. The s=-1 case is the magnetosonic wave, damped by regular transit-
time damping. It becomes reactive when l0'/2> ✓1-,8{1-(T.1/711)}, and has a firehose-
unstable mode if 1-,8 {l -(T.1/711)} <0. 
These reactive modes are given by: 
Reactive Alfven-like: 
( v!)1 = - ilt 2 I 40' 
(v!)z=-i 4:{1-,8(1- T.1).} 
Lt 711 
(A16a) . 
(A16b) 
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570 A. AchterbergandR. D. Blandford 
Reactive magnetosonic: 
(v~)i=-ila 
(v~)=- - 1-/3 1- - . i { ( T1.)}· 
la 1]1 
(Al6c) 
(Al6d) 
In the strong coupling case, where !;2/a2~1, one can expand (A14) in a/!;. To lowest order: 
v=s I: (1-is ;)±{1-/3(1- ~)+1:~2 (1-is; rr12. (A17) 
In the long-wavelength limit (l!;/4~1) one finds a 'fast' (i.e. 1v121) and a 'slow' (i.e. 1v1-s1) 
mode, depending on the signs; choosing Re ( v) positive one finds: 
(A18) 
They can be thought of as modified Alfven and magnetosonic waves. 
In the short wavelength limit [l!;/4~l-j1{l-(T1./1]1)}] one finds: 
l!; la 
v=±--i-
2 2 
(Al9a) 
v=± 2[1-j1{1-(T1./7j1)}] (1+i~) 
I!; !; 
(A19b) 
again corresponding to a fast and slow mode respectively. It can easily be seen from these 
equations that firehose-unstable modes exist when l -/3{l -(T1./1]1)} <0. 
For the weakest damped modes in absence of a firehose instability one sees that the following 
interpolation formula is valid for the damping rate: 
fLQi 
-Im(v)=--
21k11la 
ilia/2 (A20) 
This corresponds to equation (3.1) of the main paper. In Figs 4, 5 the various results derived in 
this Appendix are represented graphically. 
Appendix B 
In this Appendix, we calculate the linear transit-time damping for obliquely propagating 
magnetosonic waves. Since the waves under consideration were originally generated in the 
upstream region by high-energy particles, their wavelength is long compared with the gyroradius 
of the thermal ions, rL. p = ym v = m Qj k11 is the typical momentum of the resonant, supra thermal 
particles. The motion of a particle in the wave electromagnetic field can be treated in the guiding 
centre approximation. Denoting by P\1 and p 1. the magnitude of the components of momentum of 
a particle along and perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field, the relevant equations of 
motion read (Sivukhin 1965): 
dp1.=P1.(aB +v11aB) 
dt 2B at as 
dpll P1. aB 
-=--v1.-+qE11· 
dt 2B as 
(Bl) 
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Damping of HM waves behind shock front 571 
Here B is the magnitude of the magnetic field, and s is a coordinate along the field; E11 is the 
component of the electric field along the magnetic field. We will work in the rest-frame of the 
plasma. 
Slow magnetosonic waves at long wavelengths (krL <1/ ✓/J) and all modes at short wavelengths 
(krL~ (1/ ✓/J) have a component of the wave magnetic field along the ambient field (see Table 1). 
This component induces a linear perturbation in the magnetic field strength B = I B0 + t5B I: 
Bo·t5Bs k1- ( t5B§) 
t5B=--- --t5Bs+O - . 
B 0 k Bo 
(B2) 
Here k1- and k11 are the components of the wave vector perpendicular to and along the ambient 
magnetic field B0, k= ✓ki +k~. 
Assuming a superposition of plane waves: 
I dk t5Bs= -- 3 hs(k) exp [ik•x-iwt], (2n) 
the interaction between a particle and the slow mode waves takes place at the Cherenkov 
resonance 
(B3) 
where the phase of wave as seen by the particle ( or more precisely its guiding centre) is stationary. 
Only then is there an irreversible exchange of energy between the wave and the particle. This 
immediately implies that dp 1-I dtoc.w-k11v11 = 0. The result of the interaction is the well-known 
quasi-linear diffusion in parallel momentum (e.g. Melrose 1980; see also Achterberg 1981a), 
which changes the distribution function f(p 1-, P11) according to: 
(B4) 
where 
(BS) 
Here we have used the fact that t5E11=0 for these waves. The electron contribution to the damping 
is reduced by a factor ✓(me/mi)(Te/I'i), and can generally be neglected. 
The damping rate is now obtained by a simple argument of energy conservation: 
I af a f d3k d 3p½mV 2 -+- --Ws(k)=0, 
at at (2n) 3 (B6) 
with af/at determined by (25) and (26), and the wave energy density Ws(k) of the waves in 
k-space as usual defined by (for a high /J plasma): 
(B7) 
Here we used the fact that most of the kinetic energy (to order kRL, w/Qi~l) is in the EXB drift 
v0 =lcEXB 0/B5)=(w/kll)(bB1-/B 0) of the ions. Assuming a Maxwellian distribution for the 
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572 A. Achterberg and R. D. Blandford 
thermal plasma, a simple calculation yields a linear damping rater L = - a In ws(k)/ at given by: 
- 1/2 . 2 2w2 
r L -JT I k11 I Vj sm 0 2 2 2 
w +k 11a 
(B8) 
Here 0 is defined by cos 0 = (k · B) / I k I I B I. This reproduces the expressions derived from the 
dispersion relation in Appendix A. 
Appendix C 
We consider non-linear transit-time damping. Representing the wave field as a superposition of 
plane waves, i.e. 
I dkdw JB= -- 4 b(k,w)exp(ik·x-iwt), (2.n-) (Cl) 
with b ·Bo= 0 (Bo is the ambient magnetic field), these waves induce a variation in the magnetic 
field strength B = I B0 + JB I given by: 
I dkdwf dk'dw {b(k, w)·b(k'·w')} JB= -- --- 4 ------exp{i(k+k')·x-i(w+w')t} (2.n-)4 (2.ir) 2Bo (C2) 
where we assumed I JB I/ Bo<,[l. 
If the wavelength and frequency of the beat waves contained in (C2) are much larger than the 
typical gyroradius (!= v 1./Q and smaller than the gyrofrequency Q respectively, we can use the 
gyrocentre approximation (Bl) to describe the interaction between the waves and the particles. 
The phase of the beat waves as seen by the particle equals 
¢=¢0+ (k11+ kil) v11t+(k1. + kD(!sin (Qt)-(w+w') t, (C3) 
where we assumed that the k vectors lie in the same plane, containing B0. This allows us to expand 
S=+oo {(k1. +kDv1. } 
exp (i(/J) =
5
=~ ls Q exp (i¢s) (C4) 
where ¢s=¢o+{(k11+kl1)v11-(m+w')+sQ}t and ls the Bessel function of orders. The 
assumption of long wavelengths and low frequency limits resonant interactions to the s = 0 
resonance. 
( k11 + kl!) v11 - ( w + w') = 0 
and we can approximate 
{ (k1. +k~)v1.} lo---- =l. 
Q 
(CS) 
Defining a guiding centre distribution function f(p 1., P11) so that f(p 1., P11) dp112.irp 1. dp 1. is the 
number of particles with parallel momentum between PJJ and PII + dpll, perpendicular momentum 
between p 1. and p 1. + dp 1., the Liou ville equation for f(p 1., P11) in phase space reads ( cf. equation 
B4): 
af af l a {Pi (aB aB) } ( P1. aB) af 
-+v11-+--- -- --+v11- f + qE11--vJ.- -=0. 
at az PJ. ap1. 2B at az 2B az ap11 
(C6) 
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Damping of HM waves behind shock front 573 
Here we have oriented the ambient field along the z-axis. 
First of all we calculate the parallel electric field E11, induced by the variations in B. (The Alfven 
waves in the linear approximation have E11 = 0). Defining a potential ¢ so that £11 = - a¢/ a z, and 
expanding both f and¢ in Fourier components, one finds after linearizing (C6) in E11 and t5B: 
(C7) 
Here f0(p .1, P11) is the unperturbed distribution function, and we introduced the notation 
k11=k11+k11, w=w+w'. Puttingthis into Poisson's equation: 
k~</);;11- 4.JT ~ q0 J dpll dp ..L 2.JTp .1/;; = 0, 
er 
under the assumption that f 0(p .1, P11) is a Maxwellian, leads to the following equation for ¢;;11 
{ 
~ a.- } ___ ~ 2T0 a.- _ Jdkdw b*(k, w)·b(k', w') 
l+ £.Jx (k, w} <Pk- £.J X (k, w) 4 2 · 
a a qa (2.JT) nBo 
(CS) 
Here we have defined the linear (longitudinal) susceptibility for particle species <J by 
4.JTq;; J k11af[If aP11 
X 0(k, w) = - 2- 2.JTp ..L dp .1 dpll --- . 
k11 w-k11v11 
(C9) 
T0 is the temperature of particle species <J in energy units. In a high /3 plasma, one has 
w/k11Vi1=w/k11~T0 /m0 ~l, and the susceptibility (BS) for the electrons and ions reduces to: 
. w~i ( w 2 Ci' w ) Xk=-22 1---2 +iy.JT/2-- . 
k11vi k~i I k11I vi 
(ClO) 
Here w~a is the plasma frequency of particle species <J. Using this in (CS) yields: 
/4 (kw)=--- ---iJrr/2 --------(21 _ _ Te cv ( cv . -)J dkdw b(k, w)·b(k', w') 
.,, ' - - ' 4 2 . 2e lk11iV1i lk11iV1i (2.JT) Bo 
(Cll) 
Here e is the proton charge, and we assumed the long-wavelength limit k~V;;/w~ 0 ~l. 
We now can estimate the relative importance of the induced electric field E11 for the motion of 
the guiding centre along the ambient magnetic field. Comparing the two terms in equation (Bl) 
for dp11/ dt using (C2) and (Cll), it follows immediately that for a thermal ion, with (p .1V .1)=2 T;, 
the force associated with the induced electric field is a factor 1cv/k11Vil(Te/Ti)=(a/Vi)(Te/T;), 
(krL)(Te/Ti)~l smaller than the force due to changes in B. Therefore, in a high /3 plasma, the 
induced electric field E11 can be neglected when treating wave-particle interactions. 
Now using standard quasi-linear theory to calculate the effect on the particle distribution one 
finds the analogue of equation (B4) 
(C12) 
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574 A. Achterberg and R. D. Blandford 
Here ( ) denotes an ensemble average, and D~L is given by 
I dk dk p 2 v2 D1«iL= (2~)/ l~B; (I b(k1) 12)(1 b (k2) 12) 
x [(k111 +k112)2m5 {w1 +w2-(k111 + k112) V11} + (k111-k112)2.n·6{w1-w2-(k111-k112) Vj1)} ]. (C13) 
In deriving (C13) we have used (C2) and (C7), used the standard assumption of weak 
turbulence in evaluating the four-point correlation: 
(b(l) b(2) b(3) b( 4)) = (b(l) b(2) )(b(3) b( 4)) + (b(l) b(3))(b(2) b( 4)) + (b(l) b( 4) )(b (2) b(3)) 
[where b(l)=b(k1, w1) etc.], separated out the positive and negative frequency normal modes, 
e.g. for Alfven waves 
and converted to positive frequencies only in ( C13) using w ( - k) = - w (k) ( as is required by 
the fact that 6B is real). The two terms in (C13) then correspond to the resonant interaction 
between the particles and the high- and low-frequency beat waves of the two Alfven waves with 
frequency w1 =lk1111a, w2= 1k1112a. It was also assumed that the field perturbations lie in the same 
plane, which is the case relevant to shock acceleration, as outlined in the main paper. The 
resonance condition ( CS) also implies that p .1 is constant during the wave-particle interaction, cf. 
equation (Bl). 
The wave damping rate associated with the diffusion in momentum space (C12) can be 
obtained by an argument of detailed balancing. This is most easily accomplished by using the 
semi-classical formulation (e.g. Melrose 1980) which expresses the wave-particle interaction 
from a quantum-mechanical point of view, treating the waves as quasi-particles (bosons) with 
occupation number N(k), momentum fik and energy fiwk. The resonance conditions in (C13) 
then simply express energy conservation for the process of 'induced fusion' of two waves in a 
particle, and scattering of wave 1 into wave 2 by a particle. In this language, n«iLcan be written as 
(cf. Melrose 1980, equations 5.89, 5.98): 
Here w(p, +k 2 , k1) is the transition probability for the two processes. We can now read off these 
transition probabilities from ( C13) by noting that for Alfven waves the number of wave quanta is 
determined by: 
(I b(k) 12> ( w2 ) 
N(k)fiwk=W(k)= 1 + ,.2 2 8JT K~a 
(C15) 
where W(k){d 3k/(2.7r)3} is the energy density of the waves in a volume element d3k around k. 
This yields 
4.7r2pi Vi W1W2Jr6(w1-w2-[k111-k112] Vj1) 
w(p, k2, k1) = 4 2 2 2 2 ,_2 2 · 
Bo (1 +w 1/ k112a )(1 +w 2/ K~2a ) 
(C16) 
The corresponding damping rate ( destruction of wave quanta) using detailed balancing is 
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Damping of HM waves behind shock front 575 
given by (cf. Melrose 1980, equation 589, neglecting spontaneous emission): 
(C17) 
Assuming, as before, a Maxwellian for ff[, one can calculate the damping rate from 
(C14)-(C16) to be 
I dk2 W(k2) r NL= N2Ik111!Vti (2.n-)3 (B6/8;r) g12, (C18) 
where: 
cv1 (cv1 -cv2)/(ik111 -k112la )+ (cv1 +cv2)/ (lk111 + k112la) 
g12=2--· 
lk111la (1 +cvi/k~1 a2)(1 +cvV k2112a2) 
For the long-wavelength (krL> 1/ J/J) Alfven waves, for which non-linear transit time damping 
is most important since the linear damping is vanishingly small, one has: 
lk111 + k112I (lk111l-lk112I) + lk111 -k112l(lk111i+ik112I) 
21kw1-kw21 
Note that when all k vectors are in the same half-space so that sign (k111) =sign (k112), one hasg 12=1 
if lk112i<lk111I, g12=0 if lk112l>ikfi1I• 
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